Alive to
opportunity
Proactive FinTechs continue to cement
their role in the Financial Services ecosystem
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Please note
Not all respondents answered all questions in the survey, resulting in some variation in the number of respondents to individual questions.
We have calculated percentages based on the actual responses received for each individual question:
– Of the 231 people who responded, 203 completed the full survey
The breakdown by region was as follows:
– EMEA: 104
– Americas: 102
– APAC: 25
Percentages used in this report have been rounded to the nearest whole number, so some charts may not equal 100%.
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Money20/20

Foreword
The year 2020 was an extraordinary one for FinTech: uniquely challenging, but full of opportunity for those equipped
to capitalise on it.

Money20/20 has always given audiences the clearest,
sharpest view of what’s next in money. We are proud to
be partnering with Barclays for the second year as part of
our ongoing deep dive into the global trends and insights
shaping the financial landscape.
With struggle comes innovation and adaptation, and this
challenging period will undoubtedly shape the nature of the
industry for decades to come. What shone through in these
survey results was an overwhelmingly positive outlook,
particularly for small FinTechs, despite (or even as a result
of) the pandemic. As you will see in this report, this is not
an industry focused on recovery; it is an industry focused
on growth.
In 2019, partnerships as a growth tactic emerged
as a strong theme from this study. In 2020, this continued
to be a powerful driving force. FinTechs are no longer just
the mavericks of Financial Services. As the FinTech industry
has matured, its focus on collaboration (in particular with
traditional financial institutions and regulators) has seen
it play an increasingly central part in the Financial Services
sector. From Money20/20’s vantage point, it is clear that
relationship-building in Financial Services has become
a defining characteristic for success, and it is through this
mechanism that the industry is solidifying its critical position.

In 2020 we have also seen a surge in the significance
of invisible, seamless connectivity, now overtaking
even partnerships with established players in perceived
importance as a way for financial technology to be
consumed. At Money20/20, we have long been powering
conversations around frictionless customer experience
and how application programming interfaces (APIs) and
artificial intelligence (AI) can contribute to it. So, we’re
excited to see all these areas emerge from this research
as a vital priority for the respondents in the year ahead,
particularly in the B2B space.
Far from an industry scrambling to get back on its feet,
what you will see in this report is a picture of a community
in robust health and full of optimism for the opportunities
before it. We are excited to see how this study develops in
the years ahead as we continue to work with Barclays to
track the changing face of the FinTech ecosystem.

Money20/20 is the world’s leading, premium
content, sales and networking platform for the
global money ecosystem. From in-depth analytics
to inspirational speakers, Money20/20’s world-class
insight and networking opportunities provide
the clearest and most distinctive focus on what’s
next across the world of payments, FinTech and
Financial Services.
Usually, Money20/20 holds shows three times
a year in Asia, Europe and the US, with live polling
of delegates providing the results for this report.
This year, Money20/20 took its leading content
programme online as MoneyFest.

Tracey Davies
President, Money20/20
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Executive summary

A focus on partnership strengthens FinTech’s role
Collaboration with financial institutions, regulators and peers continues to grow FinTech’s role as the invisible engine of the Financial
Services ecosystem.

Having teamed up with Money20/20 as their Global
Insights Partner once again in 2020, Barclays is pleased
to present this second annual report on the state of play
in FinTech. Despite the pandemic, together we were able
to gather a considerable amount of data from senior
stakeholders in the sector via an online survey, from which
the results of this report have been drawn. Questions were
designed to build on the results of the previous year’s
survey, exploring the key trends shaping the Financial
Services ecosystem from a FinTech perspective. Topics
explored range from innovation and customer expectation
to regulation and cybersecurity.
A focus on growth
Given that 2020 was such a tumultuous year, it is
encouraging to hear FinTech businesses are confident
and very much focused on future growth. As we’ll see,
many firms have grasped the upheaval of the global
pandemic as an opportunity. Covid-19 has driven a huge
surge in ecommerce and cross-border business. This has
significantly increased flows across FinTech payment
providers, which have worked hard to enable cross-border
trade, payments and ecommerce. At the same time, the
industry has been collaborating with banks to ensure
much-needed financial support from government flows
to the real economy.

Collaboration comes of age
In fact, collaboration, already identified as a theme of
growing importance in 2019’s survey, looks set to come
of age in 2021. A maturing FinTech industry is taking
a growing role not just as innovators and disruptors
but as partners – with traditional financial institutions,
regulators and other FinTech businesses. At the same
time, there is a growing recognition that traditional banks
bring their own vital resources to the table in terms of an
established customer base, well-developed infrastructure
and strong expertise in customer experience, regulation
and cybersecurity. All this brings the power to scale, which
would be impossible for most FinTechs acting alone.
Seamless integration
Another continuing trend on the mind of FinTechs is the
ongoing drive toward seamless integration. This is likely
to make Financial Services less and less visible in the
payment process, with practical elements of customer
experience in terms of personalisation, frictionless
payments and an omni-channel experience being touted
as the route to customer loyalty. Effective connectivity
is the key to making this happen, making the ability
to integrate via APIs fundamental.

Adding value through APIs and Open Banking
The potential for frictionless financial interactions
is an exciting innovation and undoubtedly a key area
in which FinTech can make an important contribution.
However, the potential for APIs and Open Banking
to enable Financial Services providers to add value
and provide differentiated offerings is arguably just as
important. The ability to connect with other entities and
offer a wider range of products and services from a single
platform will be attractive to customers, who will still
want to know their financial transactions are facilitated
by a brand they can trust.
We present the key insights from the research here,
along with commentary from Steve Lappin, Managing
Director, Barclaycard Business, and Jenni Himberg-Wild,
Head of UK FinTech and PSPs Coverage at Barclays
Corporate Banking.

Philip Bowkley
Global Head of Financial
Institutions Group,
Barclays Corporate Banking
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Macro and industry trends

Undaunted and focused on future growth
A confident industry sees growth as the top priority despite Covid-19, with businesses ready to adapt and thrive.

One of the most encouraging results of our survey
was that despite the turbulent events of 2020, FinTechs
have an overwhelmingly positive and proactive attitude
for 2021.
Asked to pick their top three priorities in the short-tomedium term, 42% understandably chose Covid-19
recovery in their answers. The most popular response,
however, was growth – cited by nearly 57% of
respondents. From these results it’s clear that the mood
within the industry is strongly focused on rebuilding
and energising the sector in the wake of the pandemic.
Steve Lappin, Managing Director, Barclaycard Business,
says this focus on growth over recovery makes sense.
“A lot of profit and loss is in the recovery and so of course
it’s very important, but it’s also something businesses
can’t do a lot about. I think that’s why growth came
through as the big issue people are focusing on, because
pushing for new business is an area where organisations
feel they can affect the agenda – by being best in class at
sales, making sure their base proposition is working for
their clients, and making sure both internal and external
partnerships are absolutely aligned to give them the best
chance of success.”
1

Seizing the opportunity
In fact, while 2020 was a challenging year by any
standards, there’s evidence to suggest a number of
FinTechs have been able to capitalise on unexpected
opportunities for growth. There are two key drivers here
which have boosted the market for electronic payments
and reduced the use of cash.
Most obviously, the pandemic has seen many aspects
of our lives move online, from professional and business
interactions to shopping and banking. At the same time,
concerns around hygiene have triggered a shift towards
electronic payment for face-to-face transactions, even
in markets where cash has long been king.

“There’s evidence to suggest
a number of FinTechs have been
able to capitalise on unexpected
opportunities for growth.”
A strong example is Germany, where cash had remained
particularly popular prior to the pandemic. According
to research by Euromonitor International, card payments
overtook cash transactions in Germany for the first time
in history in 2020.¹

Business Wire (2020) ‘Card to Exceed Cash Payment in Germany for the First Time in History’

In this new environment, those firms able to adapt
quickly by pivoting their approach and/or repurposing
existing technology have been well placed to reap
significant rewards.
“There’s less cash in the system, which means more
electronic payments, and I think post-Covid people
won’t go back to cash,” Lappin comments. “I think there’s
been a change in mindset, and in that environment you’ll
see niche players finding their way into the payment
value chain.”
Jenni Himberg-Wild, Head of UK FinTech and PSPs
Coverage at Barclays Corporate Banking, agrees this
change may be permanent.
“It’s natural to talk about how we’d like life to ‘return
to normal’ post-pandemic, but we shouldn’t forget that
the acceleration of change has often been for the better,
and the way in which Financial Services are consumed
is a good example. It is hoped that these aspects will
become part of the ‘new normal’.”
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Other priorities
A significant minority of businesses cited a short-tomedium term focus on redefining target markets (22%)
and enhancing cross-border operations (21%). This was
a global trend and is likely to be a reaction to the increase
in ecommerce and remote deliveries. In EMEA, Brexit is
also a contributing factor.
Given the challenging economic environment, increasing
profitability (28%) and creating process efficiencies
(27%) were also priorities for a significant minority of
businesses globally.

“It’s natural to talk about how we’d like life to ‘return
to normal’ post-pandemic, but we shouldn’t forget
that the acceleration of change has often been for
the better, and the way in which Financial Services
are consumed is a good example.”
One area that received relatively low attention, being
mentioned by only 16% of people, was access to talent.
Again, Lappin sees this as understandable in the current
environment, with the focus turning inwards for many firms.
“For the vast majority of businesses, the new normal
means not being able to recruit. What that does mean,
however, is that doubling down on internal talent and
succession planning is particularly important. Now’s the
right time, when you can’t recruit externally, to give that
person capable of stepping up a chance at something
that might be at the edge of their current capabilities,
to see if they can grow.”
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Macro and industry trends
The geography of innovation
There was a noticeable tendency for respondents to rate
their own region highly for future innovation. This ‘home’
bias was particularly strong in APAC, where China, India,
Japan and Southeast Asia together claimed over 83% of
regional votes as key sources of innovation over the next
five years. A similar tendency was evident in the Americas,
with nearly 55% of respondents opting for the US or South
America as major innovators.
Beyond the natural tendency to look for allies and partners
closer to home, trade tensions and policies may be having
an impact here. We might have expected a technologybased industry to be less conscious of geographical
proximity, particularly in a world of increased virtual
interaction. For the moment, though, this doesn’t seem
to be the case.
“Collaboration is now at the heart of the FinTech
ecosystem,” comments Himberg-Wild. “If the industry
becomes geographically siloed, innovation in one region
will take longer to percolate through at a global level.
Being connected to innovation outside one’s immediate
home markets allows demand to drive fresh ideas.”
It’s worth noting that nearly 30% of APAC respondents
see Southeast Asia specifically as the source of the
biggest rise in payment innovation over the next five
years, while China is now seen as less dominant in the
region than previously. That’s not to say China is no longer
important, however.

“In terms of payment innovation, the Chinese wallet Alipay
is expanding its capabilities,” says Lappin. “There are
now a number of e-wallets in Southeast Asian countries
that are actually part of the Alipay family, which may be
contributing to the shift in perception.”
Less marked but also significant is the nearly 11% of
EMEA respondents who expect innovation to come
from Africa. Both Africa and Asia are made up of a high
proportion of developing nations with proportionately
younger populations. In these regions, gaps in
infrastructure create a strong and continuing role for
FinTech to facilitate financial inclusion through digital
innovations such as mobile money solutions.

Where will the biggest rise of payment
innovation be seen in the next five years?

2019

2020

China 30%

US 24%

US 26%

China 20%

India 11%

Southeast
Asia 12%

In the US, meanwhile, continued reliance on traditional
payment methods, such as signature-based transactions,
remain common. This again creates a strong potential
market for innovation to enhance what is currently
being offered.
“Unusually for a developed country, the payments market
in the US from an in-store chip and pin and contactless
perspective is a good 10 years behind,” says Lappin.
“Obviously local, federal governance structures don’t
make it easy for a one-size-fits-all approach. In this respect
it’s maybe more of a catch-up the US needs from the point
of view of payment innovation.”
However, Himberg-Wild acknowledges that in other areas
the US compares well against other Western countries:
“In ecommerce, electronic payments are starting to
happen in unbelievable numbers from a merchant
enablement perspective in the States.”

“It’s worth noting that nearly 30%
of APAC respondents see Southeast
Asia specifically as the source of the
biggest rise in payment innovation
over the next five years, while China
is now seen as less dominant in the
region than previously.”
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Partnerships continue to grow in popularity
A maturing ecosystem sees ideas chiefly sourced from start-ups brought to market
through partnerships with financial institutions and established FinTechs.

Unsurprisingly, given their position at the cutting edge,
more than half of FinTechs see start-ups as the most
important source of disruption and change. With greater
freedom to innovate, away from the constrictions of
existing infrastructure and legacy systems, start-ups
are fertile ground for idea generation that may lead new
behaviour and expectations in Financial Services.
That’s not to say they’re the only player in town for idea
generation. Nearly a quarter (22%) of respondents saw
a strong role for partnerships between start-ups and
established players, an increase of nearly 5% on 2019’s
survey. Meanwhile, a further 17% overall saw consumers
as leading behaviour and disruption in the industry.
However, as more than one commentator has noted over
the years, ideas are easy: it’s the execution that counts.
As Lappin points out, in Financial Services, bridging the gap
between concept and working reality is often
hugely challenging.

Which audience do you think generates
ideas leading the behaviour and disruption
of the payments industry?
53% Start-ups

“You’ve got a chicken-and-egg situation with payments.
On the one hand, you need a critical mass of consumers
wanting to use a particular payment type to pay, which
is where that element of consumers leading behaviour
comes in. At the same time, you need a critical mass of
retailers to accept that type of payment so consumers who
want to use it to pay can do so. That’s why historically cards
have been so successful.”

“Collaborating…for mutual benefit
is now well accepted by FinTechs as
the best route to market: 65% overall
saw this as the role of traditional
players in payment innovation.”
So, when it comes to developing new ideas into useable
products, partnerships really come into their own.
Collaborating with established players for mutual benefit is
now well accepted by FinTechs as the best route to market:
65% overall saw this as the role of traditional players in
payment innovation, while in APAC that figure was as high
as 86%. By pooling capabilities and human capital in this
way, more innovative ideas should inevitably reach the
market and create differentiated offerings for customers.

22% Partnerships

2% Other industry

4% Large established

verticals

businesses

1% Investors

1% Influencers

17% Consumers
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A continuing role for small FinTechs?
A belief in the power of start-ups to drive innovation is
reflected in the fact that the overwhelming majority of
respondents saw an ongoing role for smaller FinTechs
(93% overall, consistent across regions and up more than
5% over last year’s already conclusive results). HimbergWild says this rise in confidence among small FinTechs
makes sense in the current context.
“We’ve seen a situation over the past year in which the
ability to demonstrate agility and embrace new approaches
has been paramount,” says Himberg-Wild. “In this
environment, many FinTechs have been able to pivot and
really come into their own.”

“FinTechs have perhaps been slower
to find their footing in the B2B space,
but many firms are now tapping into
this market too and finding new ways
of layering their services to complement
that of traditional banks.”
She feels start-ups are continuing to punch well above
their weight by coming up with strong ideas that have
considerable potential.
“It’s all about a large number of small disruptions that
collectively make a big impact. And let’s not forget that
what is small today could be a scale-up tomorrow and
pretty sizeable the day after. The speed in which growth
can happen can bring its challenges, but it’s also what
makes the industry very exciting.”

EMEA
EMEA

%
22
22%

The Americas
Americas
The

%
18
18%

believe
believe traditional
traditional banks’
banks’ role
role in
in payment
payment
innovation
is
to
invest
in
early
stage
innovation is to invest in early stage FinTechs
FinTechs
with
with equity
equity and/or
and/or accelerator
accelerator programmes.
programmes.

The role of traditional operating models
While less of a trend in APAC, 22% of respondents in EMEA
and 18% in the Americas saw a role for financial institutions
in investing in, and enabling, early-stage start-ups. In these
regions, incubators, accelerators and shared workspaces
are very much a feature of the FinTech landscape. Rise,
created by Barclays, is an initiative that offers a perfect
example of how FinTech companies can connect, create
and scale with the support of established global players.
In the long term, it’s unlikely that FinTechs will be
successful without banks and vice versa, as both types of
business bring their own specific strengths to the party.
FinTechs offer innovation and the agile initial development
of technology. Traditional financial institutions, meanwhile,
have access to a huge existing customer base, widespread
distribution networks and strong relationships with
regulators and central banks, as well as long-standing
experience with cybersecurity and customer experience.

Consolidation ahead?
Lappin suggests that at some point there will need to
be a degree of harmonisation and consolidation in the
payment innovation space, with perhaps five or six
payment methods that are preferred by both consumers
and retailers winning out.
“There are only so many dropdown options a retailer is
going to want to offer to consumers, so there can only
be a handful of winners in the end. E-wallets obviously
work well online and will continue to do well there;
however, from a face-to-face perspective the need to
have an additional terminal and other hardware to make
e-wallets work means there may be limited appetite from
merchants. Whether e-wallets develop into something that
works on traditional card rails for example, is something to
watch out for. The rise of new payment types will continue,
but they need to answer the question about how they can
work at scale in an in-store environment.”
By comparison, in B2B the shift away from physical
environments is seeing strong customer demand for financial
institutions to enable digital adoption across the board.
“It’s all about automation of payments and ease of doing
business,” says Himberg-Wild. “FinTechs have perhaps
been slower to find their footing in the B2B space, but many
firms are now tapping into this market and finding new
ways of layering their services to complement that
of traditional banks.”
The growing acceptance that FinTechs need banks as much
as banks need FinTechs indicates a maturing of the sector.
If such partnerships can be constructed around mutually
beneficial relationships, they will flourish over the longer
term and offer an exciting future for Financial Services.
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Invisible efficiency
From a customer perspective, Financial Services are becoming less visible (but no
less important) as propositions based around seamless, integrated services become
the priority.

In our 2019 survey, a personalised, omni-channel,
frictionless experience emerged as the key factor in
providing great customer experience and keeping
customers loyal across all regions. Led by trends in
APAC, these factors proved even more popular in the
2020 survey.
Overall, 29% of respondents cited a personalised offering
as most important (39% in APAC), with 20% prioritising
an omni-channel experience (30% in APAC) and 20%
foregrounding frictionless payments (this was rated
most highly in EMEA, at 22%). These elements of a
seamless, integrated service were judged as significantly
more important than security issues (7% overall) or
demonstrating resilience (5%).
Brand as an engine of customer experience and loyalty
has risen slightly in importance in APAC and EMEA,
but interest overall is still very low at 8%. For FinTechs
at least, customer expectations increasingly centre
around ease of use, with services built on automated
processes that happen in the background, limiting
human intervention and direct interaction with a
Financial Services provider.

This focus on technology to improve customer experience
and drive brand loyalty will mean Financial Services
become more and more integrated into our digital lives,
potentially making providers less and less visible at a
transactional level. This may be why respondents saw
partnerships with established players as a way for financial
technology to be consumed as far less important than
integrated, invisible services: while 34% voted for the
former, just 20% overall saw partnerships as the most
important way in which financial technology will be
consumed (that figure was as low as 9% in APAC).
This ties in with the previously mentioned prioritisation
of seamless, integrated services over brand as a route
to customer loyalty, but is possibly also a reflection of
FinTechs’ ambitions to become financial institutions in
their own right. Despite the investment required, seeking
to become a financial institution is a popular goal for
FinTechs, particularly in APAC: 22% overall saw this
as the main way financial technology would be consumed,
with the figure as high as 30% in APAC.
Himberg-Wild feels this is perhaps a natural ambition
as the industry matures.
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“As FinTechs grow in size and experience, the potential to
create an end-to-end, full-service offering is bound to appeal
to more established players,” she comments, “Simplicity
has always been the backbone of strength for FinTechs and
therefore their success once that complexity has been added
remains to be seen.”
A differentiated offering
The newly emerging interest in integrated, invisible services
has taken the spotlight away from banking as a platform
to a certain extent. However, FinTechs still recognise the
relevance of the concept, with 20% seeing it as the most
likely way in which financial technology will be consumed.
In fact, interest in APAC has risen slightly to 26%, perhaps
due to the launch of multiple digital banks in the region
– Australia has several established digital challenger banks,
while Hong Kong and Singapore recently awarded licences
and Malaysia is expected to follow imminently.
Overall, FinTechs’ focus on an invisible back-end that
creates a slick, seamless user experience for customers
is perhaps understandable, given that it’s an area in which
they can excel. However, long-term success in the sector
for both traditional incumbents and newer businesses
will require a more clearly differentiated offering. Easyto-use information, which clients cannot access from
other providers, will differentiate businesses from their
competitors and may become a strong driver of customer
engagement and loyalty.
At the same time, in a world plagued by uncertainty,
there’s a lot to be said for organisations which are wellestablished, stable, reliable, resilient and visible when they
need to be. These may not be the most exciting features
of a banking or payment proposition, but in the current
climate they have real appeal to customers.

“As FinTechs grow in size and experience,
the potential to create an end-to-end,
full-service offering is bound to appeal
to more established players.”
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Automation brings improved integration and enhanced experience
With both consumers and businesses demanding greater integration and better services, APIs and AI are key to meeting customer
expectations and driving success.

A clear majority of FinTechs expect real-time payments
to be the next big thing: 71% of respondents saw it as
the most important trend or innovation that will disrupt
the payments market, rising to three-quarters of
Americans who responded.
Lappin agrees that real-time payments represent an
important trend that is likely to be popular with consumers;
however, he highlights an important implication.
“The one thing we have to wrestle with is when the
transaction goes wrong, how do you get your money
back? The chargeback process has been established for
many years and is a brilliant way of dealing with issues,
whether goods or services aren’t as advertised or people
simply never receive them. With real-time payments
you lose that customer protection, so that’s an area that
needs to be looked at.”

“For most purposes, once payments
are experientially ‘instantaneous’
there’s a limit to how much making
things even faster has relevance in
the real world.”

The next most popular response in terms of trends
affecting the sector was ISO 20022, which was favoured
by less than 11% of people overall. APAC (17%) was
much more interested than other regions, perhaps
because, as a diversified and dynamic region, it has both
the ability to take the long view on standardisation and
the resources to invest in it. Meanwhile, despite being
listed as an option, there was zero interest in SWIFT gpi
in the Americas and very limited interest (4%) overall.
The relatively low scores for both may reflect them being
viewed more as necessary building blocks to enable
innovation than disruptive trends in their own right.
Enabling integration
There can be no debate that real-time payment has kerb
appeal, both for FinTechs themselves as an area where
they can add value and for businesses and consumers;
however, speed is only part of the payment equation.
“For most purposes, once payments are experientially
‘instantaneous’ there’s a limit to how much making
things even faster has relevance in the real world,”
comments Himberg-Wild. “Effective integration can
be at least as important in terms of overall efficiency.”

What do you think will be the next
innovation/trend that will disrupt the
payments market?

71%
Real-time
payments
SWIFT gpi

4%

11%

ISO 20022

9%
6

%

Other

SWIFT to FPS
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Asked directly about the ability to integrate via API the
vast majority of respondents recognised this, with 91%
categorising it as fundamental. The 7% who saw it as
‘nice to have’ and 2% who saw it as a luxury are perhaps
conscious of external realities that mean full integration
is a journey, with a continuing need to accommodate
multiple channels and legacy systems.

The ability to integrate via API is:
7% Nice to have

2% A luxury
As well as enabling integration, APIs can also add
value and improve customer experience by allowing
the provision of additional services and/or facilitating
interaction with other entities. So, it’s not surprising
that the favoured model to pursue in both B2B and B2C
is a connected ecosystem enabled by APIs and driven
efficiently by AI. Such a system is able to accept
payments from multiple streams such as Alipay,
PayPal and Barclaycard.
“Everyone’s talking about APIs, so I’m not surprised
at these results,” says Himberg-Wild. “For merchants,
seamless connectivity and a wider range of payment
options means fewer failed transactions and an overall
higher rate of sales conversions. At the same time,
customers get more choice and greater convenience,
so it’s a win-win situation.”
In fact, connectivity and seamless payment integration is
seen as the strongest overall payment innovation for B2Bfocused FinTechs, voted for by 29%. Interest was slightly
lower in APAC at 22%, perhaps because the region is
already more advanced in this respect.

“Asked which technology will most
revolutionise the way they work,
just over a quarter opted for APIs.”

With clients keen to rationalise and simplify their internal
systems, we believe that integrated, embedded and
invisible services will be an important part of the future
of banking. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
enable Financial Services firms to embed services within
a central system, simplifying access and enabling best
execution for the client. Having said that, the rise of
integrated platforms is not the only business model being
pursued and, from a customer-facing perspective, clients
will continue to directly interface with a bank’s digital
front-end.
Faster, smarter, leaner
Asked which technology will most revolutionise
the way they work, just over a quarter opted for APIs.
Artificial intelligence, automation and machine learning
dominated the rest of the responses, together gaining
56% of the vote.
The potential of AI, APIs and machine learning to
enable faster, smarter and leaner internal operations
has not yet been fully exploited. For treasury teams,
for example, they offer the capability to improve risk
management. By automating decision making in line
with the treasury policy, they can remove human error
and ensure decisions are executed in the same way
every time.

91% Fundamental
“AI has undeniable potential to enhance payments from
efficiency as well as accuracy perspectives,” comments
Himberg-Wild. “However, there are challenges to
adoption, one of which is cultural, as different parts
of the world are accepting AI at different rates.”
Of the other options presented, interest in blockchain
remains relatively high in APAC, with nearly 22% of
responses, but has dropped overall, with enthusiasm
much lower in the Americas and EMEA (11% and 10%
respectively). This could reflect the fact that while the
promise of blockchain has long been talked about, clear
use cases for the technology remain limited. However,
research and development is undoubtedly continuing
and there is every possibility that interest will revive as
practical applications for blockchain emerge in the future.
Finally, the apparent lack of interest in biometrics
(only 6% saw it as the technology that would most
revolutionise the way they work) could be seen as
slightly surprising. However, the reason is likely to be in
that phrase ‘most revolutionise’. While biometrics are
important from a security perspective and are becoming
an integral element of how we interact with devices both
at work and in our home life, they don’t fundamentally
change the way we work and are perhaps seen as more
of a hygiene factor.
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Which new technology would most revolutionise the way you work?
APAC

0% (Biometrics)

22%

35%

13%

22%

4%

4%

The Americas
22%

27%

21%

6%

11%

13%

1%

EMEA
30%

34%

9%

8%

10%

0%

10%

Total
26%

APIs

31%

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

15%

Automation

Biometrics

6%

Blockchain

12%

11%

Machine Learning

1%

Other

“AI has undeniable potential to enhance
payments from efficiency as well as
accuracy perspectives. However, there
are challenges to adoption.”
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Embracing regulation as an opportunity
With the FS sector acknowledging regulation as a driver of change, proactive FinTechs are
working with the rest of the industry to deliver innovative solutions to regulatory issues.

For more than a decade, regulatory reforms globally have
been largely inspired by the events and consequences of
the financial crisis of 2008-9. However, with the political
appetite for globalisation cooling in some countries and
trade tensions mounting, the focus has started to shift
away from the global coordination of regulatory reform,
towards a focus on new priorities. As a result, issues
around technology and financial institutions’ social
licence to operate have begun to feature more highly
on regulators’ agendas.
Despite significant changes, such as those around the
revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2), adjusting to
new regulation was a low priority for FinTech businesses,
with only 13% listing it among their top three priorities
in the short-to-medium term. Covid-19 seems to have
put regulation on the back burner in this respect, with
a much higher focus on recovery and growth, although
the lack of strong interest may be a sign that regulation
is by now accepted as a hygiene factor for businesses
in the financial sector.
“There have been some big failures, but I think FinTech
is maturing,” says Himberg-Wild. “Attitudes are less
gung-ho and there’s a sense of ‘actually, we need
to get this right’.”
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Encouragingly, recognition is growing across the sector
that regulation is not necessarily a restriction and can in
fact represent an opportunity. Exactly half (50%) of firms
overall cited the most likely impact of regulation as being
the emergence of new opportunities for their business. This
was up 11% from 2019, with the most significant increase
in APAC, where previously only a quarter of businesses had
seen regulation as an opportunity.
The need for effective supervision and efficient
monitoring in relation to the growing range of
regulations has provided fertile ground for innovation,
resulting in the emergence of regulatory technology
(RegTech) as its own sub-sector. With regulators
interested in everything from climate risk and
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues
to cyber resilience and the use of AI, the potential for
technology to automate the huge task of collecting
and evaluating compliance data should only continue
to grow.

“Encouragingly, recognition is
growing across the sector that
regulation is not necessarily
a restriction and can in fact
represent an opportunity.”
In this exciting yet challenging environment, FinTechs are
increasingly willing to work with all parties involved to
develop technology-based solutions to regulatory issues.
In fact, the increased enthusiasm for collaboration with all
stakeholders in response to new regulation is one of the
most measurable trends from this year’s survey.

This year, 54% of respondents said they were working
with regulators to respond to new regulations, an increase
of 9% on 2019. Meanwhile, 52% were working with
industry experts (up from 29% in 2019), 36% were working
with payment experts (up from 17%) and 49% were
learning from other businesses (up from 16%).
“It’s great that FinTechs are seeing regulation as a catalyst
for their businesses rather than a burden,” comments
Himberg-Wild. “And the jump in appetite for collaboration
– with regulators, with industry experts, with each other
– is really positive. Barclays works with a large number
of FinTechs across the globe and the vast majority are
proud to be leading the way. They genuinely want to go
far beyond the minimum expected and partner effectively
with other stakeholders.”
In terms of regional variations, data security was seen
as a key area for new regulation in APAC, being cited
by 36% of respondents. The much lower figure of 13%
in EMEA perhaps reflects the fact that General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) is now well-established
in the region.
Finally, worthy of note is the growing interest across
regions in central-bank supported digital currencies
(CBDCs) – 17% of respondents saw this as the area
most likely to create a need for new regulation, despite
the fact that CBDCs remain in the hypothetical and/or
proof of concept stage. The growing number of central
banks actively exploring their potential is providing
plenty of opportunity for collaboration, with a number
of partnerships between central banks and FinTechs
announced in the past few months.
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The Open Banking opportunity
While Open Banking has yet to revolutionise Financial Services, FinTechs still see it as
having significant potential impact.

In 2019’s report we noted that while the impact of Open
Banking was expected to be strongest in Europe, where
structured, regulation-driven implementation was most
advanced, interest in APAC and the Americas was also
surprisingly strong. In fact, we went as far as to talk about
2020 as ‘the year of Open Banking’.
Looking at 2020’s results, expectations outside Europe
that Open Banking will impact FinTech businesses have
grown even stronger, while in contrast expectations
in EMEA have waned somewhat.
In APAC, where Open Banking is currently being rolled
out, businesses were positive, with 59% expecting it to
impact them in a big way and a further 41% expecting
it to have some benefit to them. By contrast, in EMEA
only 38% expected Open Banking to have a big impact
on their business, compared with 48% last year.
“I think the drop in Europe is down to monetised use
cases still being lacking,” says Himberg-Wild. “The
potential is huge, but as an industry we’ve yet to fully
seize the opportunity.”

In the Americas views stayed steady, with 38% expecting
it to have an impact. In North America Open Banking is
still mostly at the exploratory stages – Canada recently
announced the second phase of its consultation on Open
Banking,2 while in the US, where regulation is not a driver,
Open Banking is expected to be an industry-led initiative.3
Latin America, meanwhile, is emerging as a hotbed of Open
Banking, with wider acceptance of Open Banking rules and
strategies evident in Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Mexico.4
Realising Open Banking’s potential
Expectations remain high for Open Banking to create
positive disruption: 45% think it will ease integration and
enable value-added services to be developed on top, while
37% see it as a driver of innovation and increased consumer
choice. It’s also expected to be the area in which regulation
will have the most impact, which as we’ve already seen
is in itself recognised as a major driver of innovation and
opportunity. A significant 37% of respondents overall
voted for its importance in this respect, with interest
understandably highest in EMEA, where regulation is
the key driver of Open Banking.

The Fintech Times (2020) ‘Canadian Open Banking Consultations Announces Second Phase Live at Open Banking Expo Canada’
VentureBeat (2020) ‘Open banking in the U.S.: What it is and how to prepare (VB Live)’
4
PYMNTS.com (2020) ‘All Eyes Are On LATAM Open Banking’
2
3
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Lappin recognises the potential opportunity for FinTechs
in helping financial institutions (and regulators themselves)
with monitoring and compliance.
“Open Banking is maturing and so regulators will start to
see what’s not working and regulate to close down any
loopholes they perceive,” he comments.
From a retailer perspective, however, a focus on consumer
choice is likely to be accompanied by Open Banking’s
potential to increase cost-effectiveness.

“Expectations remain high for Open
Banking to create positive disruption:
45% think it will ease integration and
enable value-added services to be
developed on top, while 37% see it as
a driver of innovation and increased
consumer choice.”
“If you spoke to retailers I think their answers would be
around consumer choice and cost-effectiveness,” says
Lappin. “In theory it should be cheaper for retailers to
accept than a credit or debit card and that will be the
interesting shift that we see. Particularly when you look
at some card providers driving up the scheme fee portion
of what it costs to accept cards – that’s playing into Open
Banking’s hands somewhat.”

What potential use cases do you envisage for Open Banking?
APAC
46%

41%

14%

0%

The Americas
43%%
22

8%

27%

% %
2135

6%

14
13%% 1%

11%

EMEA
47%
30

34%

6%

38%

9%

8%

10%

%%
10
%
010

Total
45%%
26

Easing integration of
banking across providers
so the customer-owning
entity can develop value
added services on top

31%

8%

Enabling consolidation of
ERP / Accounting Software
as a go-to interface to
initiate banking transactions

37% 15%

6%

12%

Increasing consumer
choice and reducing
inertia, driving innovation
in the sector

11%%%
11
1

Providing the most
cost-effective
propositions to clients

Overall, the enthusiasm for Open Banking is encouraging,
given its huge and still largely untapped potential. The
ability it can offer to personalise the content clients receive
could be a major differentiator, but current functionality
is only scratching the surface of what is possible.
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Cybersecurity: a sleeping dog?
FinTechs place little importance on cybersecurity but admit to not having a robust approach towards implementing it
– a contradiction that remains a huge potential issue.

Cybersecurity continues to be given low priority as a driver
of customer loyalty, with less than 7% of respondents
citing it in this respect. The lack of interest is probably
partly because it is viewed as a hygiene factor, but also
because it’s an element of the Financial Services offering,
which is largely invisible until it becomes a problem.
“It’s one of those things that some people don’t think
about until it becomes an issue,” says Himberg-Wild.
“Sadly, when issues do emerge, they are often pretty
spectacular. So you probably don’t drive loyalty by
being cyber secure, but you definitely drive disloyalty
by having a cybersecurity issue.”
There was a 5% drop from last year to 42% globally,
regarding firms’ confidence in their own approach
to cybersecurity (although in APAC confidence was
up by 4%). These results probably reflect the shift
to remote working during the pandemic, particularly
in the Americas and EMEA. This has put additional
pressure on infrastructure and heightened potential
vulnerability to attacks.

Looked at another way, that means more than half of
businesses admitted they do not have a robust approach
to cybersecurity. In 2020, when merchants were driven
online by the pandemic and fraud continued to increase,
that is worrying and suggests there is still a real issue
lurking beneath the surface.

“I think people who use the word
‘confident’ in relation to their
cybersecurity measures are brave.
Fraudsters are very clever and wellresourced people and you’ve got to be
very careful about being complacent.”
The need for investment and education
Globally, 29% of respondents said their firms needed
to invest more in cybersecurity. For EMEA, the figure was
close to a third (33%): a positive sign in a region where
cybersecurity has traditionally been a tough sell. The same
percentage overall (29%) recognised the need to do more
to support and educate colleagues about cybersecurity,
although this time interest was lower in EMEA at 26%,
with APAC coming out on top at 32%.

With Open Banking creating a need for new controls
around risk advisory and cybersecurity, it’s unsurprising
that 37% of firms expect this to be an area where
regulation has a strong impact. This may have taken
attention away from regulation around data privacy –
despite the need to comply with GDPR and other similar
legislation, just 13% expected new regulation to have
an impact in this respect.
Similarly, given the significant rise in remote working,
demonstrating resilience might have been anticipated
as a key driver of customer loyalty and customer
experience. In fact, only 5% of respondents cited
it as important in this respect.
“There’s a need to be extremely vigilant about all aspects
of security,” says Lappin, “which is largely synonymous
with cybersecurity.”
“I think people who use the word ‘confident’ in relation
to their cybersecurity measures are brave,” adds HimbergWild. “Fraudsters are very clever and well-resourced
people and you’ve got to be very careful about
being complacent.”
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How does your business feel about the rising threats associated with cybersecurity?
APAC
32%

27%

41%

The Americas
31%

26%

43%

EMEA
26%

33%

41%

Total
29%

We could be doing more to
support and educate colleagues
about cybersecurity

29%

42%

We need to invest further in
cybersecurity

We’re confident that we
have a robust approach
to cybersecurity
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Key takeaways

Everyone’s a potential partner
As the industry matures, confident and proactive
FinTech firms will grasp the opportunity to
collaborate with traditional financial institutions,
regulators and peers alike, to the potential mutual
benefit of all stakeholders.

Payments become invisible
The demand for easy and seamless payments
continues to elevate the importance of a
personalised, frictionless, omni-channel customer
experience, while diminishing the perceived
relevance of brand and even security.

Regulation as opportunity

The cyber-threat remains

While some FinTech businesses associate
regulation with increased demands on resources
in terms of time and cost, half recognise regulation
as an opportunity through delivering RegTech
solutions to firms and regulators.

Cybersecurity isn’t seen as important – until
it is. Few see it as a driver of loyalty, yet most admit
they lack a robust approach, leaving them open
to reputational (and financial) damage.

Connectivity is fundamental
With Open Banking expected to have an ongoing
impact and a seamless experience the key to
customer loyalty, APIs are becoming fundamental
as the glue that brings everything together.
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About Barclays
Barclays is a transatlantic consumer and wholesale bank offering products and services across personal, corporate and investment banking,
credit cards and wealth management, with a strong presence in the UK, Europe, US and Asia.
Our FinTech team is the chosen partner of innovative companies across the payments industry. Through our deep coverage of the payments
and FinTech ecosystem, we can provide insight to support your next steps for growth in this fast-changing sector.

To find out more about how Barclays is supporting the future
of FinTech, visit barclayscorporate.com/fintech.

About Rise
Rise, created by Barclays, is a global community of the world’s top innovators working
together to create the future of Financial Services. With a diverse network of FinTech talent,
one of the world’s leading accelerator programmes and workspaces based in the main
FinTech hubs of the world, Rise is an exclusive place for FinTech companies to connect,
create and scale together with Barclays.

To join our community, or keep in touch with the latest from
Rise, visit or follow us on:
@ThinkRiseGlobal
Rise, created by Barclays
Get in touch about Rise here
rise.barclays
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